**About Snow’s Cove**

Acquired, in 2007 and 2016, thanks to gifts from the Brown and Trowbridge families, BHHT maintains this 109-acre preserve and its trails thanks to member support. Watch for forested wetlands, views of the Bagaduce River, horseshoe crabs, and crab shells scattered in the woods. Snow’s Cove is an important breeding ground for these archaic animals.

1. **FERN ROCK TRAIL: 1.5 Miles. Easy.**
   This goes gently down slope through varying topography, around glacial erratics and has views of the Bagaduce River.

2. **SHORE TRAIL: 0.25 Miles. Moderate.**
   This trail adds an outer loop to the Fern Rock Trail, providing extensive views along the Bagaduce River, a Focus Area of Statewide Ecological Significance.